**Intergovernmental Organisation**
linked to OECD
53 member countries

**Think Tank**
Policy analysis and research
Data and statistics

**Annual Summit**
Forum for Ministers, industry research, civil society
Mission

Our goal is to help **shape the transport policy agenda on a global level**, and ensure that it contributes to economic growth, environmental protection, social inclusion and the preservation of human life and well-being.
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Ministerial + Conference + Exhibition + Networking
Summit on Seamlessness in a nutshell

- 2–4 May 2012 in Leipzig, Germany
- 900 participants
- Ministers and decision-makers from around the globe
- 120 journalists from 18 countries (2011)
- Asia focus: China participates as new member, Japan has rotating Presidency
Confirmed Speakers (selection)

- Minister Takeshi MAEDA, Japan
- Minister RAMSAUER, Germany
- Minister Li Shenglin, China (prelim)
- Minister Anthony ALBANESE, Australia
- Minister Doris LEUTHARD, Switzerland
- Minister Leo VARADKAR, Ireland
- Minister Doris BURES, Austria
- Siim KALLAS, Vice-President, European Commission
- Mr Koji MIYAHARA, Chairman, NYK Line
- Mr Satoshi SEINO, President and CEO, East Japan Railway Co.
- Mr Rüdiger GRUBE, CEO, Deutsche Bahn
- Mr Mitsuhiro YAMASHITA, Executive Vice President, Nissan
- Mr Yoshiyuki KASAI, Chairman, Central Japan Railway Co.
- Angel GURRÍA, Secretary General, OECD
- Mr Bill Meahl, COO, DHL Global
Seamless Transport is...

- the physical expression of a key global megatrend: total connectivity
- about the convergence of traditional infrastructure and the digital age
- about connecting people, connecting markets, connecting sectors, connecting ideas
Ministers’ Roundtables on...

- Piracy
- Ship safety
- Automotive Future
- Volcanic Ash
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